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The others emperors were watching with a calm faces. 

The moment he declared his hostility, a crack in space opened with ominous-looking eyes peering from 

beyond the crack in space. An invisible wave of power assaulted the king. 

Poof! 

Richard started spewing blood as someone smashed him against a wall some distance away. He 

immediately blacked out from the force of this attack. 

"What?!" 

The remaining people all gasped in surprise. 

A voice came from the distorted space, they felt terror for the first time in their lives. 

"Be careful in your ventures for everything comes at a price. I never expected to hear something like this 

upon my return.'' 

Then finally a figure clad in a beautiful dress appeared, a woman of otherworldly beauty, those present 

shuddered upon seeing her face as their recognized her, the strongest empress had returned. 

''T.. Typhania!'' Julius mumbled with a trembling voice, he was so shocked that he didn't dare to believe 

his eyes and she was not the only one, almost everyone present had a face full of shock at the entrance 

of this legendary figure, only one person present at the moment was not shocked and was calmly 

observing her old friend put on a show and this person is none than Lilith, however, others were to busy 

at the moment to focus on her. 

Everyone except Lilith stood up and welcomed the legendary figure, Typhania, the elven empress and 

the strongest figure hundreds of years ago. 

''We pay respect to the mighty empress.'' Everyone present respectfully bowed to the legendary figure 

and you could see a relieved smile plastered on their faces. It was understandable because of the arrival 

of this woman would mean things were completely hopeless, she is like the beacon of hope amidst the 

storm. 

The fact that she disappeared from the radar after their defeat and her whereabouts were totally 

unknown until she reappeared today could only mean that she was back with a solution. During the time 

she was gone many speculations ran wild, for example, some said she might still be among us disguised 

as someone else and the one they thought she could be is none other than Elseria, however, even after 

Typhania appeared Elseria was present which would mean they got wrong, Elseria wasn't Typhania in 

disguise. 

''It is good to see some promising seeds among the new generation. Please sit back.'' Typhania used her 

Spirit Art to create a chair, it was simple but elegant. 



Julius exchanged a look with the others before they regained their seats and the meeting continued, 

Typhania silently observed and would something interject to say a few words. 

The meeting continued for two more hours until an incident happened. 

••• 

Somewhere in Mysthia. 

Lustrous braziers surrounding each of the sixteen travertine columns light up the entire throne hall and 

radiate warmth across this hall. The countless gems on the rounded ceiling dance in the flickering light 

while stone effigies and carved images look down upon the stone floor of this royal hall. 

An ivory rug splits the entire room in half and is matched by the thinner ones on either side of the hall 

while swallowing tail banners with ornate decorations on the walls. Between each banner hangs a 

lantern, a few of them have been lit and in turn illuminate the paintings of late heroes below them. 

Humble, stained glass windows depicting divine beings are enclosed by veils colored the same ivory as 

the banners. The curtains have been adorned with fine patterns and decorated tips. 

A towering throne of marble sits atop a balcony overlooking the throne hall and is adjoined by six 

similar, but smaller seats for esteemed guests. 

The throne is covered in sacred carvings and fixed on each of the rear legs is a gilded dragon. The fluffy 

pillows are light ivory and these too have been adorned with gilded needlework. 

Those wishing to witness their royal highness can do so on the several brightly decorated iron benches, 

all of which are diagonally facing the throne. Those of higher standing can instead take a seat in the 

stately mezzanines overlooking the throne. 

And currently sitting on the towering throne of marble is Lord Thanos when suddenly two shadows 

materialized, forcing the second in command in the Chaos Organization to snap his eyes open. His eyes 

were scarlet like blood with a taint of black in them like a kaleidoscope, lowering them, they landed on 

the shadows, making them tremble uncontrollably. 

''Have the team sent to deal with Alexander succeeded?" Lord Thanos asked but one of the shadows 

shook his head and when Lord Thanos wanted to punish this incompetent man, the second shadow 

hastily declared. 

''She is back!" 

BOOM! 

Immediately, following this declaration the giant throne was smashed into smithereens by an invisible 

force. 

''When did she come back?" 

''Today, one of our spies informed us. She appeared during a meeting, shocking them all. At the end of 

this meeting she wobbled and almost fell, she vomited black blood before leaving. I think the injury 

inflicted on her by our God must still be there.'' The shadows informed their Lord. 



Lord Thanos stayed silent for a moment, contemplating whether or not this might be a deceptive 

maneuver by the enemy to trick them but knowing that it was impossible to easily get rid of Bahamut's 

curse, if not impossible, Lord Thanos discarded his worries. 

''Go inform the others to accelerate the plan, as for me I will go see our lord.'' 

Lord Thanos dismissed his subordinates with a flick of his finger and because he wanted to relieve some 

of his stress and celebrate this good news, the poor shadows were sent flying outside of the throne hall, 

slamming into the thick wall outside. 

BANG!! Boom!! 

Their head felt heavier and heavier as each pulse of throbbing pain pounded their senses over and over 

again. Their mind raced, half panicked half determined. There must be an answer to this pain, there 

must be a way to make it stop. For a moment they focused on the pain, honing in on every sensation. 

Where it came from, how badly it hurt and how badly they wanted it to stop. 

They squeezed their eyes shut tight and their face turned to a grimace. 

Swallowing the pain and ignoring it the best they could be their only option. They longed for their bed, a 

hot bath, or just a fluffy pillow to lie on, but right now that wasn't an option for them. Right now all they 

cared about was carrying on and ignoring the pain because slacking off because of this injury and not 

immediately carrying their Lord's order would be their end, beside who knows if their Lord wasn't 

testing them? Would they fail to endure this little bit of hardship this would mean they aren't worthy of 

their Lord's grace and would never climb up the ladder? 

~Back to Lord Thanos. 

''Finally, you have stopped hiding. Let's see what your arrival can change.'' 

He was confident that no matter what plan this woman hailed as the strongest in the past era had, the 

result wouldn't change as making this world theirs was just a matter of time, nothing could change the 

outcome, not even the strongest, nor the snotty brat from the prophecy, people might think that the 

association of the two could bring some change but it would be only delaying the inevitable. 

''Hehehehe! Struggle! Struggle hard as you can until Chaos swallows everything.'' 

°°° 

Back to the headquarters of the Adventurer guild, on the highest floor. 

Typhania was enjoying tea served by Elseria while Lilith was glaring at her. 

''Relax Lily, you will never be beautiful as me if you keep frowning like that.'' 

''I say Typhania can you cancel your clone?" Instead of falling for Typhania's obvious trap, Lilith said 

something which had been bothering her. Unlike others, she knew Typhania had sent a clone disguised 

as Elseria while the real her would appear later. 

''Tch!'' Typhania clicked her tongue, obviously disappointed that her prank failed. She flicked her fingers 

and Elseria turned into leaves and vanished. 



''Was all that drama necessary? You even injured one of our own.'' Lilith launched a complaint as soon 

as Typhania canceled her clone. 

Typhania did not immediately respond, she first finished her tea, elegantly putting the teacup on the 

saucer set, she crossed her legs, flashing those beautiful creamy legs. 

''I was getting rid of a spy.'' She calmly declared making Lilith furrow a brow. She had anticipated 

something like this but getting a confirmation still shocked her. 

''As for my last move, that was a bit of me I know, however, I had to do this to mislead the enemy. I 

must never let them know that I have recovered or else they'll become more vigilant making things hard 

for us. This will be our trump card, let them believe that we are still cursed. If the boy successfully 

finished what he had to do, we have to convince him to help us, we must select a few trustworthy allies 

whose curse shall be lifted. The enemy must learn by now of my return.'' 

''The world has to know I'm back,'' Typhania added. 
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Alex finally responded with a crazed smile which shocked the three. 

''All I care about is my life and those closest to me. The world could burn, I'll only interfere if it's 

beneficial for me and my loved ones.'' Alex added, 

Then, under their widened eyes, he vanished. 

"What!?" 

They couldn't believe it. This shouldn't be possible. 

Angus, with his centuries of experience, immediately understood what was happening and paled as he 

screamed, 

"Everyone be careful! The drug does not affect him.'' Angus warned but.. 

"It's too late. I guess." 

*Ugh* 

A shiver went through Demis's spine as she turned to find Sven, with a bloodied hand going through his 

chest and a grinning Alex standing behind him. 

"Well, the most troublesome dealt with I guess." He declared while crushing Sven's heart. 

A predatory smile formed on Alex's face as he stared at them, "You guys made one mistake, you see… I 

am not locked in with you guys." 

Withdrawing his hand, he didn't even spare a glance as Sven's lifeless body slumped on the ground. 

"It's you, who is locked in with me." 

It was time to show who was the real prey. 

BOOM! 



Angus released his strength making the floor and the furniture nearby explode before disappearing 

leaving Demis alone. 

''The son of bitch!!'' 

Demis was furious and overwhelmed by fear she tried to flee by turning into a bat but before she could 

Alex acted. 

''Not on my watch,'' Alex announced before releasing a little bit of his silver domain. 

Bang! 

Demis's transformation was canceled and she violently crashed into the ground. 

She was scared shirtless as never in her wildest dream she would have expected this, hearing and 

experiencing it are two different things. The true terror of the man known as the Black Prince, the most 

hated enemy of their Organization was being shown to her currently and he was not even going all out. 

This realization sent a shiver down Demis's spine and her head became blank, forget about revenge, 

forget about the mission, all that mattered at the moment was her survival. 

'Escape' 

To escape from this place even though it would not be easy. 

''Alex could you leave this one to me?" 

Suddenly, there was a voice that rang out next to Demis forcing her to raise her head and there she met 

a pair of eyes redder than hers. 

''Sure, I don't mind my target is that runaway anyway. Enjoy your time.'' Alex responded to Incursio's 

request with a sweet smile before vanishing. 

''I.. Incursio.'' Demis was terror-stricken upon realizing the newcomer's identity she appeared beside her 

as if she had been there since the start. 

''Oh my! It seems that I'm still popular. That's for the best.'' Incursio declared while eyeing Demis like an 

overlord looking down on an ant. 

'I'm done for.' There is no chance of survival here and Demis knew this well. 

°°°°°° 

Alex chased after Angus until the border of a normal-looking forest, Angus stopped and glanced in Alex's 

direction before dashing into the forest. His intention could not be any clearer and Alex obviously knew 

his intention and still accepted, he entered the forest in turn but took his time to enjoy the view. 

The forest was tremendous, clear, and prospering. Its canopy was reigned by spruce, fir, and magnolia, 

still plenty of light passed through their crowns for a hodgepodge of plants to rule the brittle leaves on 

the ground below. 

Curving branches waved from the occasional tree, and a potpourri of flowers, which grew dispersed and 

sparingly, enriched the otherwise mundane scenery. 



A tumult of animal noises, predominantly those of birds and vermin, added life to the forest and 

drowned out the occasional roar of a large animal trying to scare away predators. 

After satisfying his curiosity Alex finally followed Angus and arrived at a cave, probing it he felt a 

presence going deeper into the cave. 

The side of Alex's lips went up into a smirk and he descended into the cave. The possibility of this being 

a trap set up by the enemy did cross his mind but so what? He got enough strength to smash everything 

and leave if wanted so there was no need to worry about needless things, he was not scared but on the 

contrary curious about what kind of fight Angus will put on, the man isn't weak after all. 

Finally, Alex arrived at his destination in the biggest spot of the cave where Angus was waiting for him. 

''I knew arrogant as you are you will not refuse my challenge and it's this arrogance that will cause your 

downfall.'' Angus declared like a lecturer in front of his unruly student but Alex only dug his ears in 

response. 

Angus was enraged to be looked down upon like this considering his status was not something pleasant 

to bear but he still managed to curb his rage as giving in would mean falling into the enemy's trap, 

something he could not afford to do, he successfully managed to bring Alex here, the rest will depend 

on him, victory is not a dream as long he carried his plan. 

He doesn't know how Alex was able to remain unaffected by the poison, foiling the first part of their 

plan, but, with this, Alex wasn't someone he could take lightly anymore. 

If he didn't go all out, dying was a very real possibility. 

He must use his full power! 

Upon arriving at this conclusion, Angus clapped his hands and unleashed a wave of misma after 

releasing all of his strength. 

Roarrr! 

His body turned into that of a half-beast man and he bellowed as his roar reverberated throughout the 

cave. It sounded like thousands upon thousands of lions roaring at the same time. The aura came 

crashing down upon Alex in dust and shockwaves. 

The soundwave ruptured the ground. It clipped the boulders near the cave walls. 

Everything turned to dust when struck by this attack. 

A demigod's power is terrifying. 

If Alex was in the Saint realm, he would have been reduced to dust just like the boulders around him. 

However, he was not, so he was unfazed by this sound attack. He flicked his finger. 
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The soundwave ruptured the ground. It clipped the boulders near the cave walls. 

Everything turned to dust when struck by this attack. 



A demigod's power is terrifying. 

If Alex was in the Saint realm, he would have been reduced to dust just like the boulders around him. 

However, he was not, so he was unfazed by this sound attack. He flicked his finger. 

Bam 

The soundwave stopped mid-air. It's like time itself got halted. Then, the wave disappeared without a 

trace. 

Angus's eyes widened at this display of power but he managed to keep his cool. 

Meanwhile, Alex used this opportunity to appraise Angus. 

『[Angus Adwell] 

Rank 14 [Demigod] 

Level 175 

Class: 

Age: 60 

Male 

Race: Half Demi human 

Experience Value: ???? 

Magic Power: 1400/15000 

Magic: Fire Magic/Darkness and Lightning 

Attack: 6000 

Defense: 5000 

Agility: 5000 

Intelligence: 3000 

Luck: 2500 

BP: 0 

SP: 0 

Skills: [Sword Art Level 10] [Fire Art Level 10] [Shrink Level 7] [Close Combat Level 10] [Darkness Art 

Level 7] [Lightning Art Level 5] 

Special Abilities: [Beast mode] [Beast's Summoning] 

Titles: [Avenger] [Master of Fire] [The Awakened] [The Diligent] [Lord of Flames] [Slaughterer] 



Angus knew from experience to better not underestimate this young man not even half of his age 

therefore he attacked right after his first attack, and his probing failed. 

Angus stomped his feet on the ground. 

Bang! 

This stomp didn't destroy the ground, instead, the earth rippled like a gelatinous cake, then something 

wiggled behind Angus. 

"Shadow beasts!" 

He spawned several shadow beasts that looked very sturdy. 

Roar roar roar! 

The beasts growled and howled like beasts that won't accept their deaths. 

"Get him!" He ordered his summons. 

"Awoo!" 

The shadow beasts rushed towards Alex with their sharp bony claws and talons. 

Alex appeared calm. He can erase them from existence in a second. 

Meanwhile, Angus assumed Alex would have a hard time dealing with so many beasts while fending off 

his attack but he was completely wrong. Alex didn't want to use his guns, in this fight he would be 

testing various fighting methods just for the future. Even without relying on his Gift, the current him was 

powerful, he got plenty of skills whose depth hadn't been explored and it was time to do that. 

''Void's attack!'' 

Alex flicked his finger and the space in front immediately split open like someone used a giant 

dimensional scalpel on it, the gap was at least 30 meters wide. 

Then, the dark abyss of the gap spread, hiding Alex's figure from sight. From within the abyss came eyes 

that chilled Angus to the core. 

"Go!" 

Black lasers came from within the gap in space, the black lasers were fired from an omnidirectional 

angle. 

"Crap!" Angus knew he was in trouble if he failed to react. His eyes shone with a green light and he 

disappeared from his standing spot. 

Dozens of black lasers crash into where he was standing. 

The shadow beasts weren't as lucky. 

Pew pew pew 

Roar! 



And the beasts were reduced to nothing. 

A dirt-yellow magical force burst out from the ground not far away. 

Alex looked at the vortex of magical power, Angus was standing in it, he was flashing with static 

electricity, and his rumbling appearance could strike fear into any weak-willed person. 

The mana vortex was at least 10 meters wide and was churning violently. Angus was using a domain. 

The vortex created a strong suction force. The ground got pulled apart as crevices opened up that was as 

wide as an adult's arm. The cave shook and finally, it started crumbling. 

Alex allowed the suction to work on him, he stared at the vortex and he grabbed at thin air, a mysterious 

power surged forward. 

Roar!! 

A beast image clad in his dirt-yellow mana burst out from the magic vortex, the beast image traveled so 

fast it's like it teleported to Alex. 

Alex couldn't react in time, he opened another gap in the void with a swing of his arm. 

The beast image collided with the gap and it got engulfed by the gap. 

The lightning around the beast's image rubbed past Alex but was unable to deal any real damage. 

''Hmph!" 

From within the mana vortex, a snort came followed by a snake made of mana that shot at Alex's head. 

The latter moved slightly and he appeared some dozens of meters away. 

Whip! 

The snake came for him once more. Like a relentless viper, it shot at Alex again. 

Alex frowned. 

He lifted his palms and ripples of energy swirled around his hands. 

He grabbed at the incoming snake image. 

Boom 

The earth lost all colors. 

Boom 

The brilliant light of this explosion lit up the entire cave. 

Clang 

A metallic sound rang. 

Angus stayed in his mana vortex, the light made him squint his eyes as he tried to get a target on Alex. 



Although he couldn't see past the light, he could feel it, Alex had used another element besides the 

weird one from earlier. 

"Not relying on your Gift, huh?" 

Angus looked like he didn't want to deal with this. He stretched his hands into his mana vortex and he 

dragged something out. 

From within the mana vortex came vipers and snakes made of mana. They hissed and twirled in the air 

as they shot toward the mass of light. 

Clang clang!!!! 

The mana vipers failed to do anything against the mass of light. 

He knew his attacks failed yet again. With a dark look, he leered at the mass of light with hatred. 

He channeled more mana and injected it into the mana vortex, expanding it and molding it into a giant 

beast image. 

In the center of this image, Angus snorted as he poured mana into his next skill. 

"Giant Shadow Beast assault!" 

Roar! 

The beast's image turned into a gigantic laser as it shot up above the mass of light. 

Then, the beast's image descended into the mass of light, pounding the mass into glass-like fragments. It 

started making its way to the center of this mass. 

Gleeful with his apparent success, a dark purple light shone below the beast image. 

An elegant lotus with purple color bloomed. It was a very soul-capturing sight, however, Angus wasn't in 

the mood to enjoy it, all that matters was the shadow beast managing to accomplish its goal. 

The beautiful lotus belied the incredible destructive power hidden within. 

As the lotus hadn't finished blooming, the beast image charged straight for it. 

BOOM! 
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''Giant Shadow Beast assault!" 

Roar! 

The beast's image turned into a gigantic laser as it shot up above the mass of light. 

Then, the beast's image descended into the mass of light, pounding the mass into glass-like fragments. It 

started making its way to the center of this mass. 

Gleeful with his apparent success, a dark purple light shone below the beast image. 



An elegant lotus with purple color bloomed. It was a very soul-capturing sight, however, Angus wasn't in 

the mood to enjoy it, all that matters was the shadow beast managing to accomplish its goal. 

The beautiful lotus belied the incredible destructive power hidden within. 

As the lotus hadn't finished blooming, the beast image charged straight for it. 

BOOM! 

Another deafening explosion erupted as the mountain continued collapsing, there was a giant hole in 

the ceiling of the cave and the base of the mountain could be seen too. From the perspective of an 

outsider, one would see that the mountain had been modified, it looked like a hollowed-out volcano 

with a giant hole on top. 

The cave was more or less gone as the two demigods duked it out. The purple lotus resisted the beast 

image as they brawled for supremacy. They consumed and destroyed each other. In the process, black 

cracks in space could be seen wherever they went. 

Space itself was destroyed whenever they collided. 

The purple lotus was as robust as a crystalline ceramic, the vibrant purple light didn't give way no matter 

how hard Angus's shadow beast tried to smash its spart. While the two forces clashed, the beast's image 

slowly dimmed down. 

Crack! Bang! Bang! 

The strong suction force generated from these spatial anomalies sucked up the surrounding debris, 

deleting them from existence. 

The Shadow beast's Image dimmed down as it lost mana. The spatial anomalies also died down with the 

weakening of the beast image. 

In the mana vortex, Angus watched this scene with clenched fists. He couldn't help but feel 

disappointed. 

With the various method used by Alex, Light then Fire, and that ability to open up gaps in space, Angus 

didn't know how to get around it. 

At this point, he couldn't take Alex down easily and as quickly as he had previously thought. This left him 

in a quite frustrated state. His canines pierced his lips as he gnashed his teeth too hard. The taste of 

blood enraged his already raging heart. 

While Angus hesitated, the flower of light became a shining purple laser that shot straight, aiming at 

Angus. 

Angus hurriedly clapped his hands together, using mana to cover himself in a barrier. 

Then, the laser collided against the barrier like a bomb dropping into a lake, the barrier shook with 

ripples. 

BOOM! 



With the light show nearing its peak, the barrier continued vibrating. Then, it finally burst under the 

immense power of the incoming attack. 

The remnant power smashed into the barrier. 

Angus got sent flying as he left afterimages in the air. When he steadied himself, he looked rather 

haggard and was bleeding profusely, somehow he was injured. 

The agonizing, stabbing pain of his wound was all that kept him conscious. 

His head felt light, everything around him seemed to spin and a feeling of nauseousness crept up slowly. 

Every part of his being ached for an answer to this feeling of misery and any answer that could bring 

relief was one worth considering. He took a moment to gather his thoughts, but even this proved a 

hassle and a pain as conflicting thoughts corrupted his mind. 

He felt tired. Tired both because of the pain and tired of having to deal with the pain, but he didn't really 

have a choice in the matter. He longed for their bed, a hot bath, or just a fluffy pillow to lie on, but right 

now that wasn't an option for him. Right now all he cared about was carrying on and ignoring the pain, 

he fought to win. 

With smoke coming off him, Angus had a dark look on him. Then, he flew into the air. 

He's a demigod, his body was sturdier and he could fly longer than a Saint. By the time the smoke 

disappeared he had recovered from his injury, for a moment thought maybe his previous thought was 

an illusion and quickly shook his head and focused ahead. 

With the cave collapsed, Angus could finally move around more. Looking down at the flower of light, he 

snorted. 

"Not coming out?" 

Angus growled. 

"Then, I will force you out!" 

His mana started pouring out, like a vapor, the mana congealed near the top of his head as it started 

forming a giant shadow statue around him. 

The frame resembled a hybrid skeleton framework of a lion and a tiger. The bone isn't an ashen white 

shade, it was completely dark, giving off a sinister vibe. The savage aura it gave off stirred the peace and 

order of the immediate area. 

Without mercy, the eyes of the beast were trained on the flower of light, then, it raised its arm. 

"Doomsday!'' 

The statue shook. 

As if brought back to life, the statue bellowed. It opened its gaping maw and a lance of darkness 

materialized inside its mouth. It crashed down on the flower of light like a meteor. 

The darkness threatened to swallow everything. 



Alex experienced a brief moment of crisis. Without losing a single second, he void-stepped, opening a 

gap in space and he disappeared from the spot. 

BOOM! 

The spear of darkness crashed down on the mass of light, then, a sizzling sound came. 

pAnD a(-)n0ve1.com The ground gave way to a giant crater. Dark flames burned everything to a crisp. 

Alex emerged from the void. He watched as the dark flames scored the earth around it to nothing. The 

flames were very insidious although they weren't very hot. Those flames were the reason why his 

internal alarm went off. 

Pointing his finger at Alex, another spear of darkness came for him like a venomous viper. It crackled 

and whistled as it flew through the air. 
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Alex emerged from the void. He watched as the dark flames scored the earth around it to nothing. The 

flames were very insidious although they weren't very hot. Those flames were the reason why his 

internal alarm went off. 

Pointing his finger at Alex, another spear of darkness came for him like a venomous viper. It crackled 

and whistled as it flew through the air. 

Alex frowned at the incoming spear. His eyes flashed with thoughts. 

The spears are empowered by a terrifying power. Even in his current state, getting hit by it would 

severely injure him. 

'Let's try various methods.' 

Alex stepped across space and disappeared. 

Angus sneered. 

"Hide? How long can you hide?" 

Within the space between spaces, Alex couldn't hear Angus. He opened up portals in the sky. 

The dark lasers burned the portals up. 

The flames literally burned up space itself. 

Alex gasped in surprise when a black bolt of light came for him. 

Using the power of space, he didn't expect the dark light to resist his power, it dimmed down but it 

continued coming for him. 

Well, it wasn't because his powers were ineffective, he had little time to prepare for the attacks. 

The dark light came for him without stopping. He had a grave look on him. 

'I can't keep dodging forever.' 



With the space element, he could put up a minor defense against these weird attacks, however, to 

completely nullify this attack would take a significant amount of time. 

This also included coming up with a superior attack. 

An idea struck Alex as he balled his left palm into a fist. Using his connection with her sister he called 

upon a special flame. 

A pure-white ball of blames burned as a terrifying heat grabbed the area. 

"Fire?" 

Upon seeing this Angus knitted his eyebrows, worried for a moment before he snorted coldly. 

"No matter what you do, I won't hesitate, and let's see who is stronger.'' 

He swiped and the dark light rose in speed. Alex jumped back as the flames within his hands grew in 

intensity and heat. 

The flames shook the space around it, the sheer temperature caused the air around it to rapidly expand 

in booms. 

Then, he threw the fireball in the direction of the dark light. 

The white flames shook the space as they emanated outwards like ink on paper. 

The earth and the sky trembled. 

Angus's face changed as he could sense a dangerous power within the flames. 

It was the same as when he threatened Alex with his dark flames. 

He recalled his dark wisps of light with a stern look, the light surged back into the bone statue. 

With veins bulging near his temples, he roared. 

"Doomsday-The Fall!" 

"Aoooo!" 

After the statue howled, the dark light also echoed as they grew in intensity. 

The dark light squirmed around on the statue, then, it crept into the statue's mouth, forming a dark 

vortex within. 

With a dizzying amount of mana coming from within, the swirling mass of energy generated a mini-

storm. Unlike the white flames, the dark flames took the temperature from the environment, chilling 

the area. 

"Roarr!" 

Angus roared as the statue spat out a pillar of flames from the dark vortex within its mouth. 

The white flames also shot across the sky as the two opposing forces met in a fiery explosion. 



BOOM! 

The shockwave spread out for miles, then, a large shockwave swept up the area followed by a giant 

wave of a downburst. Even the clouds in the sky were blown away. 

The black flames spread out as if to challenge the white flames to a battle of supremacy. The sea of 

flames crashed against each other. 

The sky was dyed in two colors, black and white. Alex and Angus saw the remnant flames coming for 

them so they quickly formed their defenses. One of them escaped via portals, swallowing the flames up 

with multiple gaps in space. Meanwhile, the other conjured up a weird-looking shield with immense 

mana. 

Luckily, they just had to deal with the aftermath, if their attacks landed, they wouldn't be walking 

around unscathed. 

The two flames continued vying for supremacy as energy ripples reverberated throughout the area. 

The two forces didn't relent. They held steadily when an anomaly occurred when they clashed again and 

again. 

A dense singularity appeared between the two balls of flames, it started swirling rapidly as the two 

flames merged. The singularity engulfed the flames. 

Then, the sky went silent. 

Crack! 

The sound was tiny, it was nonetheless audible to the two demigods. 

They looked at the singularity. 

Space itself broke around the singularity. 

The cracks were tiny at first. However, Alex and Angus knew better. They had grim looks on. 

Pure unadulterated power of destruction emanated from the singularity. 

Crack crack crack... 

The crack in space started spreading like an uncontrollable wildfire. They could hear space shattering all 

around them. 

The singularity trembled as the anomaly grew in the area. 

''No good!!'' Both remarked and they immediately backed away. 

At this time, the singularity stopped still. 

BOOOOM! 

A spatial storm swept out with the singularity as its center, this storm brought with it the combined 

force of the white and black flames they threw at each other. The speed of this explosion outpaced Alex 

and Angus. Both got dragged into it. 



This explosion born from a singularity ravaged the land like the arrival of doomsday, it was truly 

apocalyptic. 

Whoosh! 

The wind howled like a blaring car alarm. in the sky, the dark spatial storm assaulted everything around 

it. The white and black flames it carried also rained down upon the land in fiery brimstones and flaming 

meteors. 

The trees that stood their ground for centuries got blown away like they just grew yesterday. Some were 

instantly reduced to nothing by the dichotomous flames. The most unfortunate trees were the ones that 

got uprooted and then incinerated in midair. It was like the trees never existed. 

That's how frightening this power outburst was. 
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This explosion born from a singularity ravaged the land like the arrival of doomsday, it was truly 

apocalyptic. 

Whoosh! 

The wind howled like a blaring car alarm. in the sky, the dark spatial storm assaulted everything around 

it. The white and black flames it carried also rained down upon the land in fiery brimstones and flaming 

meteors. 

The trees that stood their ground for centuries got blown away like they just grew yesterday. Some were 

instantly reduced to nothing by the dichotomous flames. The most unfortunate trees were the ones that 

got uprooted and then incinerated in midair. It was like the trees never existed. 

That's how frightening this power outburst was. 

The mountain that had done no wrong got demolished, reduced to boulders that littered the ground. 

The land was dry and barren, all resemblance of moisture was gone from this area. For this area to make 

a recovery, it would probably be measured in centuries. Fortunately, this place was not the outside 

world and with time things will be back to normal as long as mana existed, dungeons work like that. 

Back to the battlefield. 

The flames raged around violently, it made one wonder if the flames were here to stay. Luckily, they 

didn't stay for long, the flames slowly died down in intensity. 

A gap filled with eyes opened up as Alex examined the wreckage they wrought. He looked a bit pale and 

haggard. He had opened the portal in a hurry. 

With a pale face, he looked at the raging storm of flames and broken space. 

Even he had used a major portion of his energy reserve to use that white flame attack. The power was 

in-line with mana consumption. 

He didn't let his guard down. That space-shattering anomaly fueled by his white flames and Angus's 

black flames wasn't an event he would like to be dragged into. 



Regaining his breathing, he narrowed his eyes as he swept his gaze over the battlefield. 

Where the latter was. 

The spatial crack still permeated this area. However, the devastating powers that ravaged the land are 

still here. 

With the hell on earth here, even a Saint would die in a second if they charged in. 

Boom! 

It sounded like something broke out from the ground. Alex's expression brightened. 

A dark light rose and the surrounding sea of flames was blown away when a shockwave was emitted 

from the epicenter. 

This outburst increased the cracks of space while blowing away the flames nearby. 

The storm and weird flames of opposite polar temperatures threw the environment into disarray. 

He stared at the event as sparks flew by. He ignored the sparks while keeping his eyes on that corner. 

Mana surged and a figure shot out from within the fiery hell. 

Angus suddenly surged out and looked tattered, his clothes were burnt to crisps, and he was also sooty 

all over with smoke coming off him. His skin was charred and his face is just as pale as Alex's face, no 

even paler. 

Blood could be seen streaming down the side of his lips. His blood stained the shadow bone statue he 

used to cover him. The guy took the singularity's explosion head-on and survived. 

Alex's eyes flashed with a cold glint and he disappeared through another gap. 

When the gap opened again, it was behind Angus. 

The bone statue immediately shot a dark laser at the gap as if he anticipated this sneak attack. 

Alex pointed at the light and a gap in space opened up to stop the black laser. 

It didn't take the black laser and flames to burn the gap to nothing. 

With another finger point, a laser struck Angus who was protected by the frames of his bone statue. 

Bam 

The collision staggered Angus. He got pushed down onto the desolate land. 

BOOOOM! 

Angus spat out a fresh mouthful of blood. He held his pained chest as his mind went blank. Every 

movement sent waves of throbbing pain through his chest and back. It was exhausting and he felt sick, 

but there seemed to be nothing he could do about it. It was exhausting and the pain took its toll on him. 

Tired, but unable to sleep and unable to stop it. He tried as best he could to block out the pain, to find 

some form of meditative trance in order to cope with the agonizing sensations. 



He took a deep breath and shifted his focus, determined to swallow the pain and keep going. On any 

other day, he probably would've gone to bed and rested to make sure he would heal well and fast, but 

not today. Today was a day of pushing the limits, the fight hadn't ended yet. 

A portal opened up next to him. 

"Doomsday!" 

Angus's instincts took over and he conjured the giant shadow bone statue again, covering him in a dark 

shadowy set of bony frames. 

Boom boom boom boom 

Multiple black and white orbs struck the statue, but they didn't damage the owner within. 

Alex wasn't fazed. He stretched out his palm as he appeared in front of the statue. 

His cold grin entered Angus's shrunk pupils just as he placed his palm on the dark skeleton. 

He used the dreaded technique, his eyes turned momentarily golden slit like that of a dragon. 

"Nothingness!" 

A weird power suffused the shadow statue, it came from Alex's hand after he talked in dragon language. 

Clang 

The statue got dematerialized as it lost color and power. The bones were cracking all over and then... 

Crack 

The whole thing shattered into myriad fragments. 

Angus saw his trump card destroyed and his heart started racing. Trembling with survival instincts, he 

showed a desperate expression and he channeled what little mana he had left. 

However, a sly figure appeared before him again. 

Alex placed his hand upon Angus's robust shoulder and he mumbled something that froze Angus. 

"It's over..." 

An intense alarm rose within the mayor that complotted against Alex. Then, a familiar wave of energy 

struck him. 

"Heaven and Earth Reversal! Absolute Nothingness!'' 

Alex declared the end of this fight, regardless of what Angus had to say. 

Boooommm 

The heaven tumbled down. 

The earth gave way. The Judgment day had come. 



BOOOOM 

This attack was so large scale the sound and the effects could be heard and observed all the way from 

the base situated outside this Forest. 

The patrols saw this and they all looked in that direction. 

Soldiers who were sleeping got an abrupt awakening. They watched with stupefied looks at the scene in 

the distance. They were stunned, struck with disbelief, and awed. 

What did they see? 

They saw the sky shattering into a million pieces, it looked like the world was ending over there in the 

forest. The pieces of the sky rained down on the land, at least, the land that used to be there. Now, the 

ground was empty, there was a giant hole expanding profusely like a black hole that threatened to 

consume everything around it. 

No, to them the world was ending. 

They looked around and they saw familiar faces, they weren't dreaming. Mesmerized by this obscene 

display of power, they watched as the sky in the distance fell. Beneath them, the earth quivered. It 

wasn't just the sky, the earth was facing the day of reckoning too. That's no man's land there, neither 

sky nor earth for any creature to live in. 

If this scene continued any longer, the base would be swept up in it. 

The guard's camp nearby rallied as they started reporting to their superiors. Some cowardly soldiers 

already deserted the base. The base was in complete chaos. 

The mayor's son's right-hand man Lukas yelled as he tried to maintain order. He's shaken to the core 

too, however, he needs to do his job by leading his men through this weird event. 

Suppressing his fear, Lukas ordered his men. 

"Gather here right now! Everyone is to standby for further orders!" 

Order returned as the soldiers gathered on a vacant field nearby. They waited for their superiors' orders. 

Lukas sighed in relief. He looked at the void in the sky as a cold drop of sweat rolled down the side of his 

head. His back is already wet with sweat. Chilled by this anomaly, he shivered as he thought about the 

implications. 

Thousands of theories played out in his mind, he bitterly shook his head to get rid of the mental 

demons. After Alex and Incursio's arrival, his daily life got thrown into disorder. He couldn't control 

almost anything that happened in this base. This was the first time when he felt like his peak Saint realm 

power is woefully insufficient for the events that were thrown at him by his master. 

Indeed, if he got involved in the fight between demigods, his peak Saint realm power wasn't anything to 

look at. 



Balling his palms into fists, Lukas looked at the apocalypse event in the distance and he went for his 

master, hopefully, he would be there. Brycen may have the solution, unfortunately, the mayor's son was 

nowhere to be seen despite being there a few minutes ago. 

''Shit!'' Lukas swore. 
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~Back on the battlefield. 

The scene wasn't the only shocking thing. Only someone near the spot of havoc would be able to 

describe the sheer destruction here, it was almost as devastating as the spatial storm from before. 

It was as imagined by the soldiers in the operating base. If the sky continued falling and shattering, once 

it gets near the base, all the people, the tents, and the base itself would be devoured. 

Alas, the one who unleashed this attack didn't have that much reserve on hand. 

The Skyfall event ceased slowly but surely. 

The fragments of what used to be the sky also stopped raining down. It disintegrated anything it 

touched out of existence. 

After that, the sky came back. 

The black void-like hole got covered by thick clouds. The night returned after a chaotic fight. After a few 

more minutes, the black hole completely disappeared and the moon and stars in the sky announced 

their survival through their soothing light. 

It was like nothing happened. 

However, that's just what it looks like from far away. 

Approach ground zero and the ground is now a gigantic hole easily one kilometer wide, the circular edge 

suggested somebody just gouged a gigantic hole and took away all the contents on it or living in it. No 

trees, no monsters, or microbes were left untouched. 

Deep in the hole, a few hundred meters below the ground, two figures were still breathing. 

Alex bitterly laughed as his pale face revealed a hint of frustration. The sky recovered while leaving 

behind this giant hole in the ground. 

His black hair previously mixed with silver had now a taint of white in them, this bizarre mix of hair 

flowed with the wind, slapping against his black clothes, Loki. His eyes were tired and he was panting 

like a dog on a hot summer's day. He could feel his mana power reserve, it was mostly depleted. 

His bitter smile turned into a helpless grin. 

He wasn't planning on unleashing this devastating move, however, he did it anyway. 

With his unique ability supporting him, he thought he should try something, using the dragon's language 

thanks to his connection with his sister, he thought he would have perfect control over it, theoretically, 

he was stronger and should have been more qualified. 



He thought so, but he was woefully wrong. 

He might have perfect control over his powers, however, he lacked finesse and efficiency when it comes 

to this new power. 

'I should train more when I got the time.' He decided before his eyes shifted downard. 

Alex looked down at his feet. 

There, Angus laid. 

At this point, there was only a shred of skin covering his junk, the rest of his clothes were either burned 

or reduced to nothing. His skin was charred and he was heavily bleeding all over. He was more blood 

than human at this point. Even his facial muscles were torn from his skull. His blood boiled on his skin 

and the right half of his torso was missing huge chunks of flesh and bones. 

Moreover, the man lost an arm and a leg as well. 

He was beaten to an inch of his life at this point. 

But, even so, the heaving chest suggested that he was still alive. 

After enduring the spatial storm, being baptized by two types of extreme flames, and taking a direct hit 

from that attack, he was still alive. This was the best evidence of the man's extremely durable physique. 

His vitality tethered him to the mortal realm, Alex sighed when he looked at the mayor who was 

coughing up blood while on death's door. He felt no remorse seeing the man in his current state 

because he brought this upon himself due to his greed, he teamed with the Chaos Organization and 

targeted someone he shouldn't have, hence his current state. From the beginning until now, this man 

was nothing more than a tool, he thought he was making use of them but now he understood that it 

was the opposite when he fail to tap into that power in a moment of crisis. 

'I was an idiot believing in them in the first place.' Angus thought, eyes filled with regret while violently 

coughing blood. He truly did regret having blindly believe in the enemy. 

''Isn't time for you to come out? I hate wasting time.'' Alex said while glaring at Angus lying in a pool of 

blood but in reality, he was talking to the thing hidden deep inside the dying man's body. 

Angus coughed a mouthful of blood, his eyes were filled with confusion but this confusion turned into 

fear when he felt something crawling out from the depth of his body, it was a sickening feeling but 

above everything, it was the feeling of fear that surpassed everything because he understood what fate 

awaited him because of this thing. 

''Nooooooooo!'' 

Angus cried of protestation but his opinion wasn't taken into an account from the beginning, he was just 

a tool, a vessel for this exact moment, no more nothing less. 

BOOM! 

A terrific explosion occurred sending Alex flying but he managed to control his flight after a moment 

with his eyes locked on the black cocoon in the place where Angus was. 



The apparition of this sinister cocoon was short as it suddenly burst open as someone had poked it and 

from this cocoon a man sharing the exact feature as Angus but had white hair and ruby eyes, just like 

Incursio. 

Alex gulped upon this man, the air this man was giving off wasn't a joke, he is the real deal, the real 

enemy, the leader of the squad sent to deal with him. 

『[Angus Alvin ] ????????? 

Rank 14 [Demigod] 

Level 190 

Class: Chaos Child 

Age: ???? 

Male 

Race: Half Demi human ????? 

Experience Value: ???? 

Magic Power: 18000/18000 

Magic: Fire Magic/Dark/Lightning/????? 

Attack: 7000 

Defense: 5000 

Agility: 6000 

Intelligence: 4000 

Luck: 2500 

BP: 0 

SP: 0 

Skills: [Sword Art Level 10] [Fire Art Level 10] [Shrink Level 7] [Close Combat Level 10] ?????????? 

Special Abilities: [Beast mode] [Purgatory] ?????????? 

Titles: [Avenger] [Master of Fire] [The Awakened] [The Diligent] [Lord of Flames] [Slaughterer] ????????? 

''Sorry to make you wait. I'm Alpha and goodbye, Black Prince.'' The thing that looked like Angus and 

introduced himself as Alpha declared proudly and was about to unleash a powerful attack on the 

exhausted Alex until the latter spoke. 

''That should be my line.'' Alex declared before a powerful force burst out from his body, his hair turned 

silver and elongated. 



As silver domain spread out in a flash not giving the man no time to dodge, he found himself soon 

unable to properly channel his strength, it was then Alex who should have been one kilometer away 

flashed and appeared before him with a black gun aiming at his forehead. 

''It is checkmate! The end!'' 

BANG! 

The death's bullet left the chamber knocking into the man's head before bursting open. 

[Alexander (Alex) Kael Touch] 

Class: Magic Gunslinger 

Age: 19 

Male 

Race: High Human/Asura/Half Dragon 

Rank 15 

Level 194 [Demi-God] 

Experience Value (XP): 0/ 520600 

MP: 25090/25090 

SE: 3700/3700 

Magic: Time/Space/Wind/Light/Darkness/Flame/Ice/Void/Silver Energy/Spirit/Lightning 

ATK: 8200 

DEF: 7100 

AGI: 6500 

INT: 4100 

LUK: 2600 

BP: 0 

SP: 10 

Gift: Death guns/Eternal Chain 

Skills: [Item box Level 4] [Swift Fingers Max] [Divine Sense Level 5] [Throwing knife Level 7] [Dark Vision 

Level 2] [Dual Wielding Level 2] [Knife Art Level 6] [Link Level 5] [Gunslinger Art Level Level 5] [Undying 

Body Level 6] [Mana Synchronisation Level 10 Max] [Crimson's Bullet] [Blade Dance Level 5] [Aurora 

Bullet Level 1] [Meteor Bullet Level 5] [Mana Convergence Level 5] [Chain Art Level 5] [Spirit Art Level 1] 

[All Poisons Resistance Level 8] [Illusionnary Steps Level 8] (Upgraded) [Lightning Degree Level 1] 

[Destruction Bullet Level 1] [Illusionnary Escape Level 10 Max] 



Special Abilities: [Language Comprehension][Danger Sense] [Overdrive] [Death's Eye] [Envisage] [Erase] 

[Magic Bullet] [Snatch] [Hellsing!!!] [Xerox] [Death Bullet (???)] [Tempus Infinitum] (Time abilities) [Eye 

of Truth Level 5] [Asura Forms] (Upgraded) [Mana's Body] [Void Steps] [Devour] [Alter Ego] [Gun Art 

Ultimate Form: ???] [Dragon's Form] [Reaper Chains] [Dragon's breath] [Illusion World] [Nemesis's Eye] 

[Nemesis's Domain] [Eternal Domain] [Yydrassil's Blessing] [Asura's Devil's Eye] [D???????] (Currently 

sealed: Condition of unsealing, reaching the Higher World) 

Unique abilities: Absolute Duo (A/N: Temporarily name until you help me find a better name.) 

Synchronization rate: 

[Luna Heart: 95%] 

[Artemia Eretria Von Havens: 100%] (Perfect Synchronization reached) ??? 

[Maria Alexia Rosares: 95%] 

[Sakuya Mio Hishimiya: 90%] 

[Sera Olivia Wexon: 100%] (Perfect Synchronization reached) ??? 

[Gracier Alexandra Touch: 98%] 

[Kuina E. Foxia 100%] 

[Eris Wolfang 60%] 

[Lilith E. Astaroth 30%] 

[Incursio: 82%] 

[Nemesis Silveria: 83%] 

[Nyx: 15%] 

[Noire: 35%] 

[Saeko: 85%] 

[Typhania E. Malia: 20%] ??? 

°°°°°° 

/Enhanced: Ability enabling its owner to convert the same skill into skill points and strengthen the same 

skill. 

Possibility of generating a higher level skill if ESP is used to upgrade a skill. 

????? (Conditions are not met for this to be unlocked) 

??? (...) 

ES (Enhanced Skill Point): 0 

°°°°°° 



Titles: [Otherworlder] [The one whose fingers are faster than Flash] [The Reborn] [Shadow Nemesis] 

[The Destroyer] [Death Master] [The Irregular] [Child of Mana] [Slayer] [World Wolf owner] [Genius] 

[The One that saw] [Slaughterer] [Genius] [Copycat] [The one on the transcending role] [The Irregular] 

[Holy Elven Guardian] [Poison Immunity] [Fox Master] [Holy son of Destruction] 

''Not bad, it is worth all the acting and trouble.'' Alex declared satisfied after checking his status. 
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『[Alice White] 

Rank 15 [Demigod] 

Level 175 

Class: Magic swordmaster 

Age: 12 (+10/ A/N: The time spent in incubation after her body grew up into its current state) 

Female 

Race: Homonculus 

Experience Value (XP): ???? 

MP: 12000/12000 

Magic: Wind/Space/Fire/Lightning/Darkness 

ATK: 6000 

DEF: 5500 

AGI: 5500 

INT: 2000 

LUK: 1800 

BP: 0 

SP: 0 

Gift: White Lady 

Skills: [Sword Art Level 10 Max] [Wind Arrow Level 10] [Wind Waltz Level 4] [Mana Recovery Level 10] 

[High Regeneration Level 10] [Fire Ar Level 10] [Lightning Art Level 9] [Darkness Art Level 10] [Dark 

Golden wave] 

Special abilities: [Reality Render] [Sword Severance] [Dark World] [????] 

Titles:[Slaughter] [Copycat] [Emotionless Doll] 

°°°°°° 



『[Eris Wolfang] 

Rank 15 [Demigod] 

Level 169 

Class: Magic Swordswoman 

Age: 19 

Female 

Race: Royal Wind Wolf 

Experience Value (XP): ??? 

Magic Power: 9000/9000 

Magic: Wind 

Attack: 5300 

Defense: 4300 

Agility: 5050 

Intelligence: 2200 

Luck: 2000 

BP: 0 

SP: 11 

Gift: Wind Chaser 

Skills: [Cooking Level 8] [Presence Detection Level 10] [Chantless Magic Level 10] [Archery Level Max] 

[Silent Steps Level 10] [Wind Art Level 10] 

Special Abilities: [Original wolf] [Wind Zone] [Windless] 

Titles: [Avenger] [Child of the Wind] [Two-tailed Wolf] [The Diligent] [Slaughterer !] 

°°°°° 

[Leon Lionheart] 

Class: Magic Swordmaster 

Age: 19 

Male 

Race: Golden Lion 

Rank 15 [Demigod] 



Level 170 

Experience Value (XP): ??? 

MP: 10000/10000 

Magic: Lightning/Fire 

Attack: 5100 

Defense: 4100 

Agility: 4900 

Intelligence: 2300 

Luck: 2100 

Gift: The Lionheart 

BP: 0 

SP: 33 

Skills: [Close Combat Level 10] [Swordsmanship Level 10] [Lightning Art Level 10] [Flame Art Level 10] 

[Fireball Level 10] [Lightning Descent Level 10] [Hammer Art Level 10] 

Special Abilities: [Lionheart] [Golden Armor] [Lightning Domain] [Lion's Pride] [Roar???] 

Titles: [Unique] [Born Ruler] [Slaughterer] [Slayer] [Lightning Lord] 

°°°°°° 

[Incursio] 

Class: Darkness Ruler 

Age: 26 

Female 

Race: Half High Human 

「 Rank 15 Demigod] 

Level 193 

Experience Value (XP): ??? 

Magic Power: 15500/15500 

Magic: Fire; Wind, Dark; Ice, Space, Lightning. 

Attack: 7000 

Defense: 6400 



Agility: 6200 

Intelligence: 3600 

Luck: 2100 

BP: 0 

SP: 0 

Gift: Eternal Darkness 

Skills: [Sword Art Level 10] [Wind Art Level 9] [Dimensional Art Level 10] [Lightning Art Level 10] [Time 

Art Level 10] [Dark Art Level 10] 

Special Abilities: [Purgatory] [Devour] [Eternal Darkness Domain] 

pAn,Da n<0,>v,e1 Unique ability: [Shadow Summon] 

Titles: [Monster] [Genius] [Slaughter Queen] [Rebel] [Destroyer] [Devourer ] [Maiden in Love] [The one 

that evolve] [Child of Darkness] [Bounded] 

°°°° 

『[Gracier Alexandra Touch] 

Rank 14 [Demigod] 

Level 168 

Class: Fire Empress 

Age: 16 

Female 

Race: High Half-Elf/ Dragon 

Experience Value: 67000/510900 

Magic Power: 15005/15005 

Magic: Fire Magic 

Attack: 5155 

Defense: 5005 

Agility: 4705 

Intelligence: 2330 

Luck: 2320 

BP: 0 



SP: 10 

Gift: Ignia's Bracelet 

Skills: [Cooking Level 4] [Sewing Level 3] [Presence Detection Level 7] [Chantless Magic Level 8] [Fire Art 

Level 10]] [Archery Level Max] [Blaze Steps Level 10] [Golden Arrows Level 10] 

Special Abilities: [Dragon Eye Level 10 Max] [Flame Wings Level 4] [Dragon's Breath Level Level 6] [Lord 

of Hundred Flames] [Dragon Form: Fear Mode] 

Titles: [Avenger] [Child of Fire] [The Awakened] [The Diligent] [Lord of Flames] [Slaughterer] 

°°°°°° 

『[Saeko S Ren] 

Rank 14 [Saint] 

Level 166 

Class: Magic Swordwomen 

Age: 18 

Female 

Race: Human Experience Value: ??? 

Magic Power: 11005/11005 

Magic: Wind/Lightning 

Attack: 4000 

Defense: 3400 

Agility: 3800 

Intelligence: 2025 

Luck: 1705 

BP: 0 

SP: 0 

Gift: Muramasa 

Skills: [Cooking Level ] [Sewing Level 3] [Presence Detection Level 3] [Wind Art Level 8] [Lightning Art 

Level 8] [Imperial Swordsmanship Level 5] [Sword Art Level 7] 

Special Abilities: [Lightning Domain] [Lightning Wings] [Blood manipulation and Doom's Eye] (A/N: Only 

when in this special mode.) 

Titles: [Hard Worker ] [The Awakened] [The Diligent] [Blessed] [Slaughterer] 



°°°°°° 

『[Kuina Eriel Foxia] 

Rank 15[Demigod] 

Level 170 

Class: Illusion Master 

Age: 19 

Female 

Race: Nine tails Fox 

Experience Value: ??? 

Magic Power: 14000/14000 

Magic: Fire Magic/Illusion 

Attack: 5000 

Defense: 4000 

Agility: 4000 

Intelligence: 3000 

Luck: 2000 

BP: 0 

SP: 10 

Gift: Heaven's Bell 

Skills: [Cooking Level 4] [Sewing Level 3] [Fireball Level 10] [Fire Arrows Level 10] [Celestial Firefox Snake 

Level 10] [Flame Art Level 10] [Presence Detection Level 10] [Sunflower Steps Level 10] [Golden Fireball 

Level 10] [Charm Level 5] [Illusion Art Level 10] 

Special Abilities: [Illusion eyes Level 10 Max] [Eight tails] [Ancestral bloodline Level 10] [Mirror] [Golden 

????] 

Unique Ability: [Body Double!] 

Titles: [Enchantress] [Child of Fire] [Fox Empress] [Lord of Flames] [True Nine tails Fox] 

°°°°°° 

『[Zwei] (Former name Clementine) 

Rank 15 [Demigod] 

Level 159 



Class: Assassin 

Age: 22 

Female 

Race: Human 

Experience Value: ??? 

Magic Power: 5800/5800 

Magic: Wind/Dark 

Attack: 2900 

Defense: 1800 

Agility: 2400 

Intelligence: 1800 

Luck: 1300 

BP: 0 

SP: 0 

Weapon: Twin Death daggers 

Skills: [Wind Arrow Level 5] [Wind Bomb Level 5] [Wind Art Level 10] [Presence Detection Level 8] [Dark 

Art Level 8] [Silent Shadow Steps Level 10] [Poison Art Level 10] 

Special Abilities: [Wind Zone] [Thousand Poison Hand] 

Titles: [Avenger] [Child of the Wind] [The Diligent] [Slaughterer] [Shadow Empress] 

°°°°°° 

『[Drei] (Former name Almaria Strong) 

Rank 15 [Demigod] 

Level 160 

Class: Brawler 

Age: 25 

Female 

Race: Human 

Experience Value:???? 

Magic Power: 6000/6000 



Magic: Earth/Dark 

Attack: 3000 

Defense: 2500 

Agility: 2700 

Intelligence: 1700 

Luck: 1400 

BP: 0 

SP: 0 

Weapon: Earth Mace 

Skills: [Cooking Level 9] [Earth Art Level 8] [Earth Detection Level 7] [Chantless Magic Level 5] [Archery 

Level Max] [Blind Steps Level 5] 

Special Abilities: [Dark Space] [Gravity Doom] 

Titles: [Avenger] [Slaughter] [The Idiot] [She-Hulk] 

••••• 

[Althea Astaroth] 

Class: Assassin 

Age: 25 

Female 

Race: Fallen Angel 

Rank 15 [Saint] 

Level 170 

Experience Value: 

MP: 12000/12000 

Magic: Darkness/Lightning 

Attack: 4000 

Defense: 3400 

Agility: 3800 

Intelligence: 2700 

Luck: 1900 



Gift: Silent Reaper 

BP: 0 

SP: 0 

Skills: [Sword Art Level 10] [Shadowless Steps Level 4] [Dark Art Level 8] [Lightning Art Level 10] [High 

Regeneration Level 7] [Darkness Art Level 10] 

Special Abilities: [Eternal Sleep] [Fallen Angel mode] 

Titles: [Huntress] [Avenger] [Night Queen] [Assassin's Queen] [Slaughterer] 

°°°°°° 

[Pandora (A/N: Formerly known as Meera)] 

Class: Spirit User 

Age: 45 

Female 

Race: Elf ????? 

Rank 15 [Demigod] 

Level 163 

Experience Value: 

Magic Power: 9000/9000 

Magic: Wind/Spirit 

Attack: 3800 

Defense: 3300 

Agility: 3500 

Intelligence: 2000 

Luck: 1900 

Gift: ???? 

BP: 0 

SP: 0 

Skills: [Wind Steps Level 5] [Spirit Art Level 7] [Close Quarters Combat Level 5] [Wind Art Level 6] [Sword 

Art Level 7] [Spirit Art Level 8] 

Special Ability: [Wind World] 



Titles: [Slaughterer] [Spirit Princess] [Huntress] [Slayer] [Avenger] 

°°°°°° 

[Luna Heart] 

Class: The Saintess 

Age: 19 

Female 

[Rank 15(Demigod)] 

Level 171 

Experience Value (XP): ??? 

Magic Power: 15000/15000 

Magic: Light/Water 

Attack: 5000 

Defense: 5000 

Agility: 4000 

Intelligence: 3000 

Luck: 2700 

BP: 0 

SP: 0 

Gift: Holy Staff 

Skills: [Advanced Appraisal Level 10] [Language Comprehension] [Item box Level 7] [Pole Art Level 7] 

[Holy Art Level 10] [Water Magic Art Level 7] 

Special abilities: [Saintess mode] [Sanctuary] [Water Dimension] [Sacred Art] (???) 

Titles: [Otherworlder] [The Healer] [La Sainte] [ The Holy Basher] [Slaughterer] [S Queen] [Demon Slayer] 

°°°°°° 

[Sera Olivia Wexon] 

Class: Assassin 

Age: 24 

Female 

Race: Human 



Rank 15 [Demigod] 

Level 170 

Experience Value: ???? 

Magic Power: 13000/13000 

Magic: Darkness/Wind 

Attack: 4800 

Defense: 3900 

Agility: 3900 

Intelligence: 1700 

Luck: 1300 

Gift: Eternal Sword 

BP: 0 

SP: 0 

Skills: [Slash Level 10] [Evasion Level 10] [Wind Steps Level 10] [Shadowless Steps Level 10] [Darkness 

Art Level 10] [Close Quarters Combat Level 10 Max] [Wind Art Level 5] [Sword Art Level 10] 

Special Abilities: [Death Hand] [Shadow World] 

Unique ability: [????] (New) 

Titles: [Slaughterer] [Assassin Queen] [goddess of Death] [Huntress] [Slayer] 

•••• 

[Maria Alexia Rosares] 

Class: Ice Empress 

Age: 19 

Female 

Race: High Human 

Rank 15 [Demigod] 

Level 170 

Experience Value (XP): ???? 

MP: 15000/15000 

Magic: Ice Magic 



Attack: 6000 

Defense: 4200 

Agility: 4500 

Intelligence: 3030 

Luck: 2100 

Gift: Frozen Fairies 

BP: 0 

SP: 0 

Skills: [Advanced Appraisal Level 10 Max] [Language Comprehension] [Item box Level 10] [Ice Art Level 

9][Close Quarters Combat Level 10 Max] [Ice Arrows Level 7] [Sword Art Level 10] [Thousand Ice Steps 

Level 10] [Frozen Mind Level 10] 

Special Abilities: [Frozen World????] (New) [Ice Soul] [Ice Domain Level 10] [Absolute Zero ] [Ice Empress 

Mode] 

Titles: [Otherworlder] [The Ice Empress] [The Queen ] [Huntress] [Slayer] [Demon Slayer] 

°°°°° 

[Sakuya Mio Hishimiya] 

Class: Magic Samurai 

Age: 19 

Female 

Race: High Human 

Rank 15 [Demigod] 

Level 170 

Experience Value: 

Magic Power: 13500/13500 

Magic: Wind/Dark/Space 

Attack: 5000 

Defense: 4000 

Agility: 4700 

Intelligence: 2800 

Luck: 1900 



BP: 0 

SP: 0 

Gift: Katana Kaze no Yoroichï 

Skills: [Advanced Appraisal Level 8] [Language Comprehension] [Item box Level 6] [Kendo Level Max] 

[Swordsmanship Level Max] [Iaido Level Level 10] [Wind Art Level 5] [Flying Slash Level 5] [Presence 

Detection Level 10] [Dark Vision Level 2] [Niitoru Level 5] (Two-Handed Style) [Dimensional Art Level 7] 

Special Abilities: [Dimensional Slash] [Shukuchi Level 10 Max] [Sword Intent Level 10 Max] [Space 

Mirror] 

Titles: [Otherworlder] [Kendo Master] [ Yamato Nadeshiko ] [Kendo Fanatic] [S Queen] [Slayer] 

[Swordmaster] [Goblin Slayer] [Orochi's Slayer] [Demon Slayer] 

°°°°° 

[Typhania Malia E.???] 

Class: ??? 

Age: 350 

Female 

Race: High Elf 

「 Rank 16] [False God] 

Level 210 

Experience Value (XP): ???/1M 

Magic Power: 35000/35000 

Magic: Spirit/Wind/???? 

Attack: 12000 

Defense: 9000 

Agility: 9700 

Intelligence: 7000 

Luck: 6000 

BP: 0 

SP: 0 

Gift: ??? 



Skills: [Spirit Art Level 10] [Sword Art Level 10] [Archery Art Level 10] [Hand in Hand Art Level 10] 

[Presence Detection Level 10] [Shift Level 10] ????? 

Special Abilities: [Yyddrasil] [?????] [?????] 

Titles: [Genius] [Hard Worker] [Natural Born leader] [Child of Nature] [Elven Queen] [Strongest] [Cursed] 

[????] 

°°° 

[Noire] 

Class: ??? 

Age: ??? 

Female 

Race: World Wolf 

Rank 15 [Demigod] ???? 

Level 190 

Experience Value: ???? 

MP: 17000/17000 

Magic: Void/Darkness/Wind 

Attack: 6000 

Defense: 6000 

Agility: 5500 

Intelligence: 3500 

Luck: 2000 

Gift: ????? 

BP: ??? 

SP: ???? 

Skills: [Void Steps] [Corrosion] 

Special Abilities: ???? 

Titles: [World Wolf Devourer] [Pet] [Devourer] [Slaughterer] ?????] 

1199 Chapter 1199 

After the chaotic battle for some unknown reason, Alex was feeling horny and wanted to see Incursio as 

soon as possible to calm down this raging desire. 



''Maybe, it's the aftermath of using the dragon's tongue?'' He considered this to be the cause of his 

current predicament but was too busy at the moment to search for an answer. 

〖Here we go for another crazy sexual marathon.〗 

Facing Silveria's sarcastic sentence, Alex chuckled. 

''I don't mind if you join us you know?'' 

Like hell, she would do that even when her curiosity keeps growing in sex as time passes. 

Incursio was waiting for his arrival inside their temporary house. 

''Welcome back, huh?'' 

She noticed right away and her lips curled up into a smile. 

''I want it too.'' She said before vanishing and Alex followed. 

°°° 

A few minutes later, Alex was sitting in a chair like a king with Incursio naked like a slave, she was on all 

four on the floor like a dog. To spice things up, they decided to try a hardcore play. 

Like a faithful slave, Incursio gazed into those silver and ice-blue eyes. 

Suddenly, Alex placed his hand on the armrest and looked at her naked body. 

Her modest breasts, and underneath them was her flat belly, leading to her most sacred region. 

Everything about her was a sight to behold. And anyone in his place would have showered her with 

praises. 

"You do look like a bitch now," 

He said with a nod. "Well, a bitch in heat, but a bitch nevertheless." 

To others, these words seemed an insult, but to Incursio, it was music. 

"Thank you, master!'' 

Incursio beamed with pride, she could be a great actress. 

Meanwhile, Alex eyed her as if he was staring at something filthy which added to the excitation both 

were feeling. 

''Well, now that we know what you are, don't you think it's time for you to come to some use?" He 

asked. 

Incursio nodded and started crawling toward him. 

He leaned back and smiled. He could feel his draconic blood seething and this served as confirmation 

that it was indeed the aftermath of using the dragon tongue which put in into his current state. 



'It is a cheap price to pay for such overwhelming power. Besides thanks to that experiment, my 

synchronization rate with my sister increased after staying stagnant for a while.' Alex who was lost in 

thoughts was jolted awake by Incursio following action. 

She stopped between his legs and leaned her face on the massive tent in his pants. 

"So beautiful!'' 

She rubbed her face against the fabric of his pants, feeling the source of all her happiness. 

The one that turned her into a degenerate slut. 

Incursio couldn't wait any longer. She caught the zipper between her teeth and pulled it down. 

The thick mass of masculine flesh popped out, standing straight like the tower she was in. 

It was so beautiful and yet so powerful. 

Her lips began to move towards it, but before she could touch it, Alex tightly grabbed her by her throat 

and pulled her up. 

"M-master?" 

Incursio muttered as she came face to face with him. 

Did she perhaps do something wrong? 

He alleviated all her worries by joining his mouth with hers. 

He kissed her like she was the love of his life which melted the almost melted heart, she was fallen more 

for this guy. He grabbed her tongue between his lips and started sucking it. She yelped in bliss, she had 

an orgasm, her fastest one. 

''Oh?" Alex noticed this and smirked. 

''A slave that came before being ordered deserves punishment don't you agree too?'' 

''!!!!!'' 

Incursio's eyes turned wide, and her breathing stopped. 

The instant he spoke, the lips kissing her disappeared, and she felt extraordinarily long, thick hard flesh 

sliding into her deepest depths. 

He was inside her in one go without any warning! 

But it wasn't her wet mouth or lubricated pussy that he was in! 

Instead, it was her poor little ass!! 

It opened wide under his onslaught, and she felt it on the verge of tearing apart. 

''Ohhhhhhh?'' 

She cried, her head snapping up in pain. 



But Alex pushed it back, causing her face to brush against the chair. 

Simultaneously, he started pounding her ass with powerful strokes no hesitation could be felt. 

"AAAHHHHH!" 

The strokes were painfully sharp, yet pleasurable as well. 

She found an avalanche of pleasure surging through them, sending vibrations into every fiber of her 

existence. 

Her eyes rolled up in sheer ecstasy, and she moaned. 

"If this is punishment, I want to be punished every second of my existence!" 

Soon, she felt the familiar blinding sensation shrouding her vision. She was on the verge of an orgasm. 

"I forgot to tell, but the punishment is that you aren't allowed to climax without my permission." 

Alex explained as he increased the speed of his strokes. 

"!!" Upon hearing this Incursio froze. 

She was on the brink of a climax, but his words entered her like a bucket of ice water. 

"But if you dare climax without my orders…." 

Alex grabbed her hair and pulled her up to whisper into her ear. 

"Then you will experience real pain." 

"!!!!" 

Incursio felt her throat turning dry. 

Real pain! 

Something told her it wouldn't be pleasurable like the one her sweet ass was receiving! 

He let go of her hair and grabbed her hips to start hammering into her. Katherine fought against the tide 

of pleasure rising inside her. 

She pushed it back, refusing to let it flood her body. 

"Ohhhhhhh shit!" 

Incursio muttered desperately as the familiar current of pleasure ran down her spine. 

"I'm a bitch and a bitch deserves no pleasure !" 

She whispered as she gained the upper hand against the tide of climax. 

Alex smirked and disappeared like a flash of lightning. 

Incursio's lips opened wide at the same time as he slammed his cock into her mouth, jamming it straight 

up to her throat. 



She was shocked. 

Without giving her time to think, he started fucking her mouth, causing another tide of pleasure to rise 

from a new part of her body. 

This continued for a moment before 

He pulled out of her so that she would have no difficulty crying. 

Simultaneously, without wasting a moment, he thrust into her cunt. 

''Ohhhhhhh!'' 

Alex didn't go easy on her he plowed her with such force that the average woman could die. The crazy 

sexual marathon continued for hours. 

In the end, he asked. 

''Phew~ I hope you are satisfied!" 

He stretched his body while looking at her cum-covered face for a response. 

Her expression was like that of an insane woman with her tongue lolling, and her eyes rolled up. But she 

did seem content and fulfilled. 

He was satisfied as well. He felt powerful. After cleaning the mess and Incursio, he took a shower and 

went for a stroll. 

''Status!'' 

[Alexander (Alex) Kael Touch] 

Class: Magic Gunslinger 

Age: 19 

Male 

Race: High Human/Asura/Half Dragon 

Rank 15 

Level 197 [Demi-God] 

Experience Value (XP): ?? 

MP: 25130/25130 

SE: 4000/4000 

Magic: Time/Space/Wind/Light/Darkness/Flame/Ice/Void/Silver Energy/Spirit/Lightning 

ATK: 8230 

DEF: 7130 



AGI: 6530 

INT: 4130 

LUK: 2630 

BP: 60 

SP: 10 

Gift: Death guns/Eternal Chain 

Skills: [Item box Level 4] [Swift Fingers Max] [Divine Sense Level 5] [Throwing knife Level 7] [Dark Vision 

Level 2] [Dual Wielding Level 2] [Knife Art Level 6] [Link Level 5] [Gunslinger Art Level Level 5] [Undying 

Body Level 6] [Mana Synchronisation Level 10 Max] [Crimson's Bullet] [Blade Dance Level 5] [Aurora 

Bullet Level 1] [Meteor Bullet Level 5] [Mana Convergence Level 5] [Chain Art Level 5] [Spirit Art Level 1] 

[All Poisons Resistance Level 8] [Illusionnary Steps Level 8] (Upgraded) [Lightning Degree Level 1] 

[Destruction Bullet Level 1] [Illusionnary Escape Level 10 Max] 

Special Abilities: [Language Comprehension][Danger Sense] [Overdrive] [Death's Eye] [Envisage] [Erase] 

[Magic Bullet] [Snatch] [Hellsing!!!] [Xerox] [Death Bullet (???)] [Tempus Infinitum] (Time abilities) [Eye 

of Truth Level 5] [Asura Forms] (Upgraded) [Mana's Body] [Void Steps] [Devour] [Alter Ego] [Gun Art 

Ultimate Form: ???] [Dragon's Form] [Reaper Chains] [Dragon's breath] [Illusion World] [Nemesis's Eye] 

[Nemesis's Domain] [Eternal Domain] [Yydrassil's Blessing] [Asura's Devil's Eye] [D???????] (Currently 

sealed: Condition of unsealing, reaching the Higher World) 

Unique abilities: Absolute Duo (A/N: Temporarily name until you help me find a better name.) 

Synchronization rate: 

[Luna Heart: 95%] 

[Artemia Eretria Von Havens: 100%] (Perfect Synchronization reached) ??? 

[Maria Alexia Rosares: 95%] 

[Sakuya Mio Hishimiya: 93%] 

[Sera Olivia Wexon: 100%] (Perfect Synchronization reached) ??? 

[Gracier Alexandra Touch: 99%] 

[Kuina E. Foxia 100%] 

[Eris Wolfang 60%] 

[Lilith E. Astaroth 30%] 

[Incursio: 100%] 

[Nemesis Silveria: 83%] 

[Nyx: 15%] 



[Noire: 35%] 

[Saeko: 85%] 

[Typhania E. Malia: 20%] ??? 

°°°°°° 

/Enhanced: Ability enabling its owner to convert the same skill into skill points and strengthen the same 

skill. 

Possibility of generating a higher level skill if ESP is used to upgrade a skill. 

????? (Conditions are not met for this to be unlocked) 

??? (...) 

ES (Enhanced Skill Point): 0 

°°°°°° 

Titles: [Otherworlder] [The one whose fingers are faster than Flash] [The Reborn] [Shadow Nemesis] 

[The Destroyer] [Death Master] [The Irregular] [Child of Mana] [Slayer] [World Wolf owner] [Genius] 

[The One that saw] [Slaughterer] [Genius] [Copycat] [The one on the transcending role] [The Irregular] 

[Holy Elven Guardian] [Poison Immunity] [Fox Master] [Holy son of Destruction] 

''As expected my strength and level increased. I wonder why?" 

1200 Chapter 1200 

After noticing that his strength has increased somehow, Alex was shocked thus he sought Silveria's help. 

〖You have killed two Demigods so naturally the amount of exp gained would be extraordinary and your 

body couldn't handle everything at once, so you've got one part and the second one arrived shortly 

later. Doing intense activity may have accelerated the coming of the second part. Quite a good job.〗 

''I see.'' He nodded, her explanation did make sense. He was glad he had progressed so much. As for the 

little jab at the end of her explanation, Alex decided to act as if he hadn't heard it. 

''I wonder what Luna and the others are doing?" He suddenly wondered while gazing into the night sky. 

〖Probably not good as you.〗Silveria teased him but he was not in the mood to reply as at the moment 

he was enjoying the scenery in the sky. 

In the night sky were stars, as if the Gods had sprinkled them so sugar-sweet upon the most perfect of 

black birthday cakes. 

Alex suddenly opened his mouth and said, his eyes still locked on the distant stars. 

''If the souls dreaming in this city became as lights in the blackness, they would very much be as awe-

striking as the stars.'' 

〖Tch! Trying to be poetic, please use those lines on your lovers because on me they won't work.〗 



Alex chuckled but said nothing, it would be if all his girls were present, together they would have 

enjoyed this beautiful scenery. 

°°° 

Meanwhile, in another location, two girls sat around a bonfire. 

Silence hung over them until the white-haired girl opened her eyes, her ruby eyes were staring at the 

golden-haired fox lady before her. 

Alice stared at Kuina for a moment before raising this question. 

''Kuina, what is happiness?" 

Kuina on the other hand stayed silent for a moment as if she was searching for the right answer before 

finally answering. 

''At first, I can say Happiness is a quiet blooming of the soul, one that has learned to love itself and the 

world, one at peace with its natural connection.'' 

Alice nodded but her eyes were still locked on Kuina as if to say she wasn't satisfied with this answer yet. 

Kuina chuckled before explaining using a more concrete example, though her explanation was quite 

lengthy. 

''Happiness is in everything; I dare you to invite it in. It is in the rain, cool and fresh, just as deeply as the 

sunshine, for they bring forth different emotions. Happiness is enjoying the moment, being present for 

that gift that is living, and allowing it to become intense. 

For me, there is something about chopping a homegrown vegetable that soothes me to my soul; I listen 

to the sound as the knife cuts and then the metal meets the wood. I let my hands move slowly in the 

silence of the room, allowing random birdsong and windy gusts to infuse my mind. The earthy flavors 

develop an intensity, there is a burst of aroma with each cut, and in the quietness within, I am happy. 

Other times I burst with life in the joy of movement. I love to dance to vibrant music, loud and strong. I 

feel my limbs move with the beat, my mind enjoying the heady ride. There is something about cycling in 

the countryside, with or without music, in any weather, that invigorates me. There is part of this human 

animal that was born to move. To exert myself feels like freedom, there is pleasure in pushing myself to 

new levels. Yet to ride slow can be a chance to savor the flow of the air and the finer details of the trees, 

earth, and birds. This is not the mantra to find the good in everything, not quite, for there are times of 

tragedy, but to enjoy what is good and to learn from the rest. 

Pain is a chance to become more empathic, and more sensitive to others in pain. Problems are an 

opportunity to innovate. In isolation, we can think and let the creative mind spin new ideas. In 

unfulfilled expectations, we can learn patience and understanding. In grief, we can learn to cherish the 

gift of life each day. We can use our pain and fear to mature the mind and develop the soul. For how can 

the soul dance if it is hiding in the shadows? Thus, only the brave of the heart can know true happiness. 

So, be bold in love. Meet life as an equal. Especially when it comes to things you want because fulfilling 

them can bring you closer if not to achieve happiness.'' 

''I see, I understand somehow. Thank but I still have some questions.'' Alice declared. 



'Only somehow even with everything I said?' Kuina didn't know whether to laugh or cry. 

Normally, Kuina would have stopped Alice from raising more questions but this girl isn't talkative, she 

could use this opportunity to make more open toward the others, after all, it was what Alex wanted and 

ordered them to do. 

If previously, most of them have thought of this expressionless girl as nothing but a tool, they rapidly 

changed their minds after spending some time with her, she might have been born in a tube she was still 

a living being nonetheless and deserves to live like any other species. Thanks to Alex they quickly 

understood this truth. 

''No problem, go ahead, we can kill time this way.'' 

Alice nodded still her trademark expressionless face. 

''How can you define Life?" 

-n0ve1、com To this question, Kuina frowned and went into deep contemplation. She was not good 

with a topic like this but she would try her best. 

''Life is the most sacred of gifts heaven can bestow, that which is yours and those in the rest of 

creation.'' 

She went further with her next example. 

''There is no life without one another, without the beetle and bird, without the leaf or cloud. We are all 

born with unique talents and passions to be a gift to the rest of creation, to become a wonderful 

addition to the whole. When we feel to the core of our souls that life is sacred, when we see that the 

natural world is woven into our hearts, that we are all part of this great tapestry of creation, then we 

will finally be home. Then our mother Earth will feel that we have returned.'' 

''Do you get it?" Kuina asked at the end of her explanation but Alice didn't immediately answer because 

she was still digesting Kuina's explanation, she liked her explanation, especially the part where she said 

there is no life without one another. She did not regret asking for guidance from Kuina on a matter of 

such importance, Alice believed that if she had gone to the library, the information she would gotten 

wouldn't be as satisfying as the ones Kuina gave her. 

''Yes, I understand and I still have another question.'' 

'I wonder still how many questions you have?' Kuina thought inwardly before nodding her head to 

indicate that Alice could ask her next question. 

''What is Love?" 

''I knew you'd eventually ask this question.'' Kuina chuckled after hearing Alice's last question. 

''Love is a quiet emotion that in time becomes part of the oxygen you need to breathe, and so though 

you may feel not sure that it's there, any form of removal and the emotions begin to choke.'' 

Alice stared blankly at Kuina after her answer and it was obvious that the expressionless lady didn't 

understand anything she said, therefore Kuina gave another example. 



''As sunlight enters raindrops and emerges as rainbows, so love enters the soul of each person and 

emerges as their passions in the arts, in science, in nature... in whatever sparks their curiosity and drive. 

It is how they find their truth and purpose. It is how they give of themselves to others. Love is what 

makes us who we are, it is the energy that brings us to life.'' 

Alice's eyes opened wide, finally, she was able to understand something and as praise, she told her. 

''Kuina you will make a good teacher.'' 

''I often hear this.'' A slow smile worked its way across her face and into her eyes. 

Alice could feel that her compliment seemed to have made Kuina happy and she secretly compliment 

others often. Without noticing she had started to take others into account, how to please them, how to 

make them smile, it was a small step but it was a good start. 

Kuina continued with another example. 

''Love is sweet, yet more as fresh fruit than candy or confectionery. Love is colorful, yet more as summer 

blooms than the neon lights of frenetic city streets. Love is steady and forgiving, yet more as the wise 

mother than the servant in chains. Love hears and speaks with the wisdom of the heart, with a sense of 

the soul of the other. In love we have our "forever home" and it gives us the ability to fly so freely, 

joyfully returning when each heart calls for the other's touch.'' 

 


